Looking for a pop of color on your stainless steel railing system?

Powder coating is an environmentally-friendly option because it doesn’t rely on solvents or chemical carriers. Instead, an electrostatic charge holds the paint to the steel, thus eliminating VOC emissions which will help in regards to LEED requirements. In addition, it meets AAMA specifications.

Powder coating is durable and scratch resistant so it weathers and retains its original hue better than conventional liquid coatings.

Powder coating can be applied to any of our following systems:

- BLADE™
- CIRCA™
- CUBE™
- TEE™
- VIEW™
- SOLO™
- SHOE™
- VISIO™
- SABRE™
- FSR™

Shown here are the standard colors available.

As in all of our stainless steel railing systems, customization is always available as at VIVA Railings our priority is ensuring that what we construct perfectly matches your vision.

More info: vivarailings.com/products/powder-coat-wip/

This color chart is for reference only and is not to be used for final color matching. Shades may vary due to the color and resolution of your computer screen and/or your particular color printer output. For accurate color matching, please request a sample at vivarailings.com/contact.